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The Black And White Photography Alive Movement is stealing the color from the town. 

The B.A.W.P.A. Movement is a local deployment in Vail, Colo. that focuses on 

boosting the awareness of the knowledge and empowerment of being able to develop and 

produce not only black and white film and more rather tangle film developed with 

chemicals and then made into original prints made by talented artists.  B.A.W.P.A. 

Movement’s objective is to spread the ability and knowledge to people interested in 

creating their own black and white film photography original artwork.  

“We are seriously dedicated to producing and raising money to fund an area for local artists 

to gather together and work communally in a community darkroom and create great pieces 

of local art and history.” Craig Freeman, founder and president of the B.A.W.P.A. 

Movement foundation said.  

Developing studio for locals has opened a market up for people to get together and 

share and develop new ideas while printing original film on traditional light sensitive paper 

used for developing personal works of photography. 

“I certainly am excited about learning how to take my own pictures with a camera that 

shoots film and not digital. The physicality of holding a picture you created now a days is 

rare.” – Jake Freeman, inspirational creation for the B.A.W.P.A. Movement direction and 

development said. 
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Dedication is being able to not look at the picture after you have snapped the shot. 

Persistence is shooting your own photography and developing it yourself.  Here at the 

offices of the B.A.W.P.A. Movement we encourage all individuals who have interest to 

grab an old film camera and photograph something. By doing some original artwork and 

coming to our community established darkroom every artist can have to access and ease of 

being able to create their own art. 

“The best aspect of having a future community darkroom is that I and the rest of the 

community will have the ability to come create and discover new highs of their artistic 

ability.” – Jake Freeman, inspirational creation for the B.A.W.P.A. Movement direction 

and development said. 

Our main focus and goal is to get individuals interested in making their own 

personal artwork. Not only are the clients getting to use the developing studios. They are 

encouraged and inspired to enjoy their hobby and embrace another form of photography.  

B.A.W.P.A. Movement hopes that everyone in the community will benefit from having 

access and knowledge of a darkroom and developing film and shooting images with 

negatives.   

Are you interested in getting into developing and creating your own photos? Please 

contact Craig Freeman at Craig@CraigFreemanOK.com or find us on our website at 

www.BAWPAMovement.com 


